In the present study, tungsten oxide nanomaterials were synthesized by a modified plasma arc gas condensation technique. The effects of processing parameters (plasma current ranged from 70~90 A and chamber pressure ranged from 200~600 torr) on the preparation of tungsten oxide nanomaterials were investigated. The morphology of tungsten oxide nanomaterials was equiaxed and turn into rod-like nanoparticles with increasing plasma currents or chamber pressures. Generally, the relative amount, diameter, and length of tungsten oxide nanorods increased with increasing plasma currents or chamber pressures. The aspect ratio of the as-prepared tungsten oxide nanorods reached a maximum of 12.7 with a plasma current of 90 A and a chamber pressure of 400 torr. X-ray diffraction results showed that all the nanomaterials investigated in the present study were W 5 O 14 phase. High resolution transmission electron microscopy observation revealed that tungsten oxide nanorods grown along the [001] direction with a lattice spacing of 0.38 nm.
Introduction
Due to the outstanding properties, including optics [1] , gas sensing [2] , electrochromics [3] and filed emission [4] , tungsten oxide (WO 3-x , 0<x<1) nanomaterials have been widely investigated for the past decades. The preparations for the one-dimension tungsten oxide nanostructures include thermal evaporation [5] [6] [7] , physical vapor deposition [8] , template synthesis [9] and chemical vapor deposition [10] . However, the substrates, templates and catalysts are required for these methods; in addition, the purity, the yield of the products and process duration are the problems for concerning. Many publications have focused on the synthesis of WO 3 and W 18 O 49 nanostructures [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Because of the various phases of tungsten oxides, a modified plasmas arc gas condensation technique is suitable for preparing various-phase structures. The high energy density, controllable atmosphere and high yields assisted by the blowing gas system are advantages of this technique [11] . Various-phase structures of tungsten oxide can be obtained by controlling atmospheres. In this paper, 10% hydrogen (H 2 ) gas was added in argon (Ar) as plasma gas for reduction of tungsten oxide nanorods. The effects of different plasma currents and chamber pressures on the tungsten oxide nanostructures were also investigated.
Experimental methods
A tungsten bulk with a purity of 99.95% as the target was heated by a water-cooled plasma gun, evaporated in the controlled atmosphere, and collected on the cold trap [11] . An inlet gas nozzle placed close to the plasma was used to introduce a mixed gas flow of argon and oxygen with a ratio of 100/1. Various morphologies tungsten oxide nanomaterials, however, were prepared using the processing parameters of plasma currents (70~90 A) and chamber pressures (200~600 torr), but 10% hydrogen gas was added into Ar as the plasma gas. The morphology and size of as-prepared nanomaterials could be obtained from the bright field image of TEM photographs. Meanwhile, detailed structural information was examined by an analytical transmission electron microscope equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer (AEM/EDS, JEOL, JEM-2010, Japan). The phase identification of tungsten oxide nanomaterials was performed using a high power X-ray diffractometer (MAC Science M21X) with a monochromatic Cu K radiation.
Results and dicussion
Figure 1(a) shows the average width and length of tungsten oxide square nanoparticles are 44 ± 4 nm and 48 ± 6 nm, respectively, which the aspect ratio is approximately 1.1. With increasing the plasma current and chamber pressure, tungsten oxide nanostructures would transform the shape from nanoparticles to nanorods. Both the length and quality of tungsten oxide nanorods are increasing as well (TEM images of transformation process aren' t shown here). Figure 1(b) shows the TEM image of tungsten oxide nanorods synthesized at plasma current and chamber pressure of 90 A and 600 torr, respectively. The average diameter and length of tungsten oxide nanorods are 24 ± 5 nm and 278 ± 22 nm, respectively. The aspect ratio is approximately 11.6. The aspect ratio of the as-prepared tungsten oxide nanorods reached a maximum of 12.7 with a plasma current of 90 A and a chamber pressure of 400 torr. It ' s i n t e r e s t i n gto note that tungsten oxide nanoparticles (square-shape cross sections) would transform to nanorods (round-shape cross-sections) at plasma currents from 70A to 80A. It is concluded that the length (48~278nm) and width or diameter (16~44nm) are determined by plasma currents and chamber pressures, respectively. For the growth mechanism for tungsten oxide nanorods, it could be described as following. The mixed plasma gas (90%Ar/10%H 2 ) ionized by the arc was used to evaporate a tungsten bulk within a controllable atmosphere and the tungsten oxide nanomaterials could grow continuously. At the plasma current of 70A, the tungsten steam was produced from the surface of the evaporated tungsten bulk. With increasing the plasma current of 90A, the tungsten oxide nanoparticles would gradually change their form into nanorods. Then, the tungsten oxide nanoparticles would grow along the defects induced by the reduction of H 2 gas in the plasma gas and finally form tungsten oxide nanorods. Hence, the formation of tungsten oxide nanorods is determined by the plasma currents. In addition, the width and diameter of the tungsten oxide nanoparticles and nanorods could be determined by the chamber pressures. No tungsten oxide nanomaterials are observed when the chamber pressure is lower than 200 torr. Because the mean free path (MFP) of gas molecules is shorten and the collision frequency among gas molecules is also enhanced at high chamber pressure, tungsten oxide nanorods will grow continuously. Hence, the morphology and aspect ratio are determined by plasma currents and chamber pressures.
Conclusions
The modified plasma arc gas condensation technique was successfully used to synthesize tungsten oxide nanomaterials, such as square nanoparticles and nanorods with different processing parameters, including plasma currents (70A~90A) and chamber pressures (200 torr~600 torr). The morphology of tungsten oxide nanomaterials are determined by the plasma currents and chamber pressures. HRTEM observations also indicate that the phase of nanorods is W 5 O 14 with d-spacing of 0.38nm. The growth direction of the tungsten oxide nanorods is along [001] . Compared with other synthesizing methods, tungsten oxide nanorods can be obtained without any substrates, catalysts and templates by a modified plasma arc gas condensation technique. The morphology and aspect ratio are changed by different processing parameters as well. 
